Spin qubits are very valuable and scalable candidates in the area of quantum computation and simulation applications. In the last decades, they have been deeply investigated from a theoretical point of view and realized on the scale of few devices in the laboratories. In semiconductors, spin qubits can be built confining the spin of electrons in electrostatically defined quantum dots. Through this approach it is possible to create different implementations: single electron spin qubit, singlet-triplet spin qubit, or a three electrons architecture, e. g. the hybrid qubit. For each qubit type, we study the single qubit rotations along the principal axis of Bloch sphere including the mandatory non-idealities of the control signals that realize the gate operations. The realistic transient of the control signal pulses are obtained by adopting an appropriate low-pass filter function. In addition the effect of disturbances on the input signals is taken into account by using a Gaussian noise model.
Introduction
The confinement of electron spins in host semiconductors is intensely studied in view of powerful applications in quantum computation and simulation [1, 2, 3, 4] . Largely studied are qubit defined in electrostatically or self-assembled QDs [5, 6, 7] , donor spins in solid matrices [8, 9, 10] or a combination of them [11, 12] . In particular, semiconductor-based qubits assure long electron spin coherence times, easy manipulation, fast gate operations, and potential for scaling, in addition to the compatibility with the existing CMOS process. Starting from analytical expressions for the realization of logical gates, that are rotations along the main axis on the Bloch sphere, we studied how such operations are affected when non-idealities are included in the control pulses. The control and the manipulation of the qubit need electric voltages or magnetic fields, using DC pulses or microwave drives depending of the qubit type. We focus our study on three QD spin qubits: the single spin qubit [13] , the singlet-triplet qubit [14] and the hybrid qubit [15] .
The single spin qubit is realized confining the spin of a single electron in a single QD. The logical basis is defined adopting the two spin eigenstates | ↑ and | ↓ as the logical |0 and |1 respectively. In a rotating frame, which rotates at the angular frequency ω, under the rotating wave approximation (RWA), the Hamiltonian is given by:
where σ z(x,y) is the Pauli operator, ∆ω z ≡ ω z −ω where ω z is the Larmor angular frequency, ω z = g e µ B B 0 is the Zeeman energy associated to the constant magnetic field B 0 applied in the z direction (g e is the electron g-factor and µ B is the Bohr magneton) and Ω = g e µ B B 1 /2 is the Zeeman energy associated to the oscillating magnetic field B 1 , with phase φ and angular frequency ω. Qubit manipulation is obtained by modulating the phase φ.
The singlet-triplet qubit is defined on states of two electrons confined in a double QD. The logical states are a superposition of two-particle spin singlet and triplet states, that are |0 ≡ |S and |1 ≡ |T 0 , where each QD is occupied with one electron. The effective Hamiltonian model is
where σ 1 and σ 2 are the Pauli matrices referring to the two electrons. The first term on the right side is the Zeeman energy with ∆E z ≡ 1 2 (E z 1 − E z 2 ), namely a magnetic field gradient between the QDs, the second term is the exchange interaction through the coupling constant J. The ST qubit allows fast readout and fast manipulation as long as local magnetic gradient have been created through, for example, the use of a micro-magnet in close proximity.
The hybrid qubit is realized confining three electrons in a double QD. The logical states (coded in the S = 1 2 and S z = 1 2 three electrons subspace) have been expressed by |0 ≡ |S | ↑ and |1 ≡ 1
where combined singlet and triplet states of a pair of electrons occupying one dot with the states of the single electron occupying the other are used. The effective Hamiltonian model for single and two qubits was derived in Ref. [16] and in Ref. [17] , respectively. For the single HY qubit the effective Hamiltonian is
where σ i (i = 1, 2, 3) is the Pauli matrix of the i-th electron, E z is the Zeeman energy due to a constant global magnetic field used to initialize the qubit and the effective coupling constants J 1 , J 2 and J are explicitly derived in Ref. [16] .
The key advantage of this qubit relies on the all-electrical manipulation of the qubit that assures very fast operations. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the presentation of the main results. The fidelities of the gate rotations R x (θ) and R z (θ) are calculated when the realistic transients of the control signal pulses are considered by adopting an appropriate filter function and the effect of the input disturbances is taken into account by using a Gaussian noise model. The rise and the fall edges of the realistic input signals are obtained by applying a first-order low-pass filter function to the ideal input signals. The low-pass filter with time constant τ = 1/f max , where f max is the frequency cutoff, defines the bandwidth of the realistic input signal. Section 3 contains a discussion about the main findings obtained. Finally in Section 4 the nodal points related to the theory and the methods adopted are presented.
Results
We present for each spin qubit the results related to the single qubit gate operation R x (θ) and R z (θ) starting from the initial condition |ψ(0) = 1
The rotations are obtained through analytical input sequences that are reported in Appendix A [18] . We point out that the method is general and valid for arbitrary rotation angles as well as any initial condition. Moreover, the sequences are determined in such a way that each step time has to be longer than 100 ps, value that represents a current reasonable experimental limit. In the next subsections devoted to SS, ST and HY qubits respectively, we report gate infidelities as a function of the rotation angle θ and the time constant τ of first-order low-pass filter function without and with the effects of the input disturbances.
R x (θ) and R z (θ) with bandwidth-limited pulses

Single Spin qubit
In the single spin qubit the signal sequences for the rotations along x and z axis differ from the number of the steps. While R x needs only one step, R z needs three steps where the x and y components of the oscillating magnetic field are obtained by modifying its phase φ (see Table 1 ).
In Figure ( 2) we report R x (left) and R z (right) infidelity as a function of θ and τ when bandwidth-limited input signals are considered. Both R x and R z infidelities increase as τ grows for all the considered rotation angles θ. Note that R z fidelity degrades slowly for θ = π than other rotation angles as τ increases. Inclusion of the input signal disturbances in our calculations gives the results reported in Figure ( 3) for the SS qubit. Here, by using a filter time constant of τ = 100 ps we present R x (left) and R z (right) infidelity as a function of θ when undisturbed (solid line, blue) and disturbed (dashed line, red) input signals are considered. Both R x and R z fidelities are heavily deteriorated by the input disturbances. Disturbed R x shows an increased infidelity as θ grows due to the fact that control sequence times for large θ are longer than those for small θ. As a result, input disturbances are integrated for longer times and gate fidelity worsen. The same comment holds for R z but with a mild infidelity increase as θ augments. 
Singlet-Triplet qubit
In the singlet-triplet qubit the signal sequences for the rotations along x and z axis are reported in Table 1 . R x is obtained operating in one step with the input ∆E z , while R z needs two steps that include also the manipulation of the exchange coupling J. angles. After the inclusion of the input disturbances, the resulting ST qubit infidelities for both rotations with τ = 100 ps are reported in Figure (5) . As for the single spin qubit, singlet-triplet qubit rotations R x and R z show a strong fidelity degradation when input disturbances are included. R x infidelity grows as θ increases whereas R z infidelity is not sensitive to θ variations. 
Hybrid qubit
The rotations along x and z axis for the hybrid qubit are realized through signal sequences involving the effective exchange couplings J, J 1 and J 2 . They are multi-step sequences composed respectively by two and three steps (see Table  1 ). Figure 6 : HY qubit. Left: R x Infidelity as a function of θ and τ when bandwidthlimited input signals are considered. Right: The same for R z . Qubit parameters:
As it is evident in Figure (6) , R x infidelity increases as τ grows for almost all the considered rotation angles. An infidelity reduction is observable for θ=π in correspondance to τ ¿1 ns. R z infidelity instead shows a more complex behaviour than R x . 1-F increases for all θ as τ augments till roughly 100 ps. When τ is set between 100 ps and 1 ns some local minima in the infidelity can be observed at different θ. For τ ¿ 1 ns, infidelity is very high (larger than 10 −2 ) and constant below θ=π/2 whereas it decreases for rotation angles above π/2.
After inclusion of the input disturbances, the resulting HY qubit infidelities for both rotation with τ = 100 ps are reported in Figure (7) . Hybrid qubit rota- tion R x shows a weak fidelity degradation with respect to the undisturbed case, in addition a slight degradation of the fidelity can be observed as θ increases. Conversely, R z infidelity is strongly affected by the input disturbances in the entire range of θ studied with a weak additional degradation for large θ.
Fidelity comparison
A comparison of the three spin qubit under study is here shown. The infidelity behaviour as a function of τ is analized for R x (π/2) ( Fig. (8) ) and R z (π/2) ( Fig. (9) ). The results are presented when undisturbed pulses are considered (left) and when input disturbances are included (right). For both the operations we observe that the fidelity decreases when τ grows.
From Fig. (8) , we may conclude that, setting the same initial condition for the gate operation considered, the SS qubit assures greater fidelities with respect to ST and HY qubit. We observe for the HY which has shorter sequences that is instead the most sensitive to τ variation. In the case in which also the input disturbance is included (right) we observe for SS and ST a saturated behavior when τ is reduced, also the HY fidelity saturates but for smaller values of τ . The No-Operation curve describes the case in which the realistic pulses to perform the rotations are not applied. In this case the fidelity gives as a result 1/2, due to the reciprocal position of the initial and the ideal final qubit states on the Bloch sphere. When tau is large the time variation of the control signal is so tiny that the qubit state is minimally rotated from the initial condition and thus we observe a saturated behavior of the infidelity to the value corresponding to No-Operation as tau increases.
The situation changes for R z (π/2) ( Fig. (9) ) that is obtained with multiple step sequences (see Table 1 ). SS qubit is once again the most robust to τ variation, but differently from R x (π/2), the most sensitive is the ST qubit. The HY qubit present local minima in the gate infidelity. Those local minima originate because selected gate sequences are not the shortest ones in absolute but they have to last longer than 100 ps. Such a step time elongation is obtained by increasing the parameter n (see Table 1 ) causing the qubit state to make additional complete rotations on the Bloch sphere during the step. When input signal sequences of such kind are filtered at a given τ , the consequential delay in the signal switching (on and off) generates partial rotations on the Bloch sphere that if sum up to a 2π rotation can lead to operations with low infidelity. The presence of an infidelity maximum in the ST qubit before the saturation to the No-Operation infidelity value (dotted line, black) is strictly connected to the nature of the multi-steps operation. The HY presents a similar behavior except from the fact that the infidelity does not reach the No-Operation value in the range of τ studied, since the R z (π/2) operation requires that the exchange coupling J, that is not tunable from external gates, is always turned on during all the operations. 
Discussion
As expected, when bandwidth-limited input signals for x and z rotations are considered, all the qubit types show a reduction of gate fidelities for increasing τ . Inclusion of signal amplitude disturbances further deteriorates the gate fidelity for reduced τ , also creating plateaus and leading to fidelities values in the range between 90% and 99.99%. The presence of local minima in the gate infidelities of HY qubit suggests that optimal working points can be identified achieving not only a reduced infidelity but even a simultaneous relaxation of the bandwidth requirements of the input system (larger τ ). By using parameter values at the state of the art we can conclude that the hybrid qubit has the lowest infidelity provided that input signals with large enough bandwidth are available to achieved those fast sequences. Conversely, the single spin qubit shows low infidelities even at relatively quite high time constants due to the slow pulse times of its sequences.
Methods
The qubit dynamics is obtained solving the master equation ∂ρ ∂t = − i [H, ρ] for the total density matrix ρ, where H is the effective qubit Hamiltonian (H ≡ H SS , H ST , H HY ) in the logical basis {|0 , |1 }. The ideal gate sequences for R x (θ) and R z (θ) are analytically derived and reported in Appendix A.
The solution of the ideal dynamics, in which the applied pulses have ideal rise and fall edges (squared signals), is compared with the realistic situation in which the rise and the fall edges of the input signals are described by a first-order low-pass filter function with time constant τ .
Moreover also the non-idealities of the input amplitudes are included. Employing the quasi-static model, the errors on the input signals are modeled as random variables with Gaussian distributions featuring zero mean and standard deviation σ that add up to the ideal values. The figure of merit used to estimate the disturbance effects is the fidelity F = Tr ρ ideal ρ real ρ ideal 2 that measure how much the real state is distant from the ideal case.
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A Analytical gate sequences Table 1 contains the analytical gate sequences for all the spin qubit under study that realize in one-step or multiple-steps the rotations R x (θ) and R z (θ) on the Bloch sphere [18] . 
